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Golden Knights face Division I-A Northeast Louisiana Saturday- Sports, p.16 
Central Florid-a Future 
Students could become most. 
powerful lobby in the state 
o Students need to are involved in SG. latureaboutissues that concern educa-
''It is no wonder student gov- tion. In what was perhaps the most 
unify to be heard in ernments get no reaction from stu- popular workshop at the conference, 
Tallahassee, says dents," said Maggie Mestare, an SGA StudentLobbyingandEmpowerment, 
the FSA at Vision '94 
representativefromF1oridaState Uni- Bradley pointed out that student lob-
versity at the Vision '94 conference in hying efforts in the past have been 
Tampa last week. 'The students give minimal at best. 
by ALYCIA SEVERSON to us what they give to the federal Although every university has 
Assistant news editor government-nocoi1sideration. They the ability to lobby or petition the 
and DELLA MIDGETTE feel they get nothing, so they don't legislature, UCF has been the only 
Contributing writer want to give anything either." university to make a consistent effort 
The lack of student involve- to do so. 
It is no secret that most college ment in government and civic capaci- The SG at UCF has set a prece-
students have a negative perception of ties was a primary issue discussed by dent for other universities through its 
government and politics. Statistics both educators and students at the l~bbying efforts. For the past six 
reveal most students have a negative Florida Student Association's confer- years, UCF has hosted a legislative 
experience with the government be- ence. breakfast at the beginning of each 
fore they enter college, which colors Many of them insisted the legislative session. These breakfasts 
their perception of government into much-needed educational reforms in give UCF exposure to more than 300 
adulthood. Florida will not occur until students legislators and allow UCF students to 
Recent student government grasp the power available to them and interact with the people who directly 
elections at UCF reflect the apathetic fight for educational issues. impact the education they receive. 
attitude students have toward govern- ''It is going to take a crisis, Bradley praised UCF' s efforts 
ment: 1,300ofUCF's25,000students something drastic like mandatory com- but said that the program would be 
voted for the senate that will spend the munity service for college seniors, to more effective if every university got 
$3. 7 million SG budget. This budget get students involved," said Greg Bra- involved. 
is primarily derived from student Ac- dley, legislative director of the FSA. "Students tend to react instead 
tivity and Service fees - fees every Bradley said students must pro-
student must pay whether or not they tect their interests and lobby the legis- see LOBBY, page 6 
Rash of bike theft& hits UCF campus 
o Campus police human-powered bicycle. A recent Chrisann Penk, who lives in 
stress U-locks and 
rash of bicycle thefts on campus Lake Claire apartments, locked 
has left many without transporta- her bicycle to a rack with what she 
ID engraving as tion and police wondering who is called, "a cheap lock." Thieves 
crime deterrents. responsible. had no problem cutting through Sgt. Sandra McClendon of the lock and stole her bicycle at 
the UCF Crime Prevention Unit the end of September. 
by KATIE JONES said that more bicycJes have been Penk said that she never ex-
Managing editor stolen in the last three weeks than pected to be a victim of a crime at 
are usually stolen all semester. She UCF. 
For many students, the only added that many of (he stolen bi- "I always thought UCF was 
mode of transportation around cycles had inadequate locks or 
UCF is a simple two-wheeled, were not locked up at all. see THEFT, page 4 
Disney fellowships aid 
engineering stucle~ 
ODisney offers UCF 
engineering students 
a chance to gain 
valuable on-the-job 
experience. 
by OMAR DAJANI 
taff writer 
Mickey Mouse might not have 
had the chance to go to college and 
receive a degree, but he has made it 
possible for some UCF students. As 
part of the UCF Engineering Fellows 
Program, the Walt Disney Company 
made available four fellowships for 
qualified students who had been ac-
cepted to an engineering master's de-
gree program. 
The uniqueness of the program 
is the way in which it is modeled. In 
addition to covering the cost of tuition 
and books, the corporations sponsor-
ing the students will pay for their edu-
cation until graduation. Also, the stu-
dent receives a salary of $27 ,000 for 
the first year and $17 ,000 for the sec-
ond year while working at the com-
pany site. The total cost to the sponsor 
is $72,394 per student. 
The Engineering Fellows Pro-
gram was developed under the leader-
ship of Dr. Gary Whitehouse, the for-
mer dean of the College of Engineer-
ing and currently UCFs provost. 






the fellowships by then-chairman of 
the industrial engineering department, 
Abel Fernandez. 
The program was mooeled 
after a similar one at Ariwna 3tate 
University andhasattractedfourother 
corporations: AT &TMicroelectron-
ics, Siemens Stromberg Carlson, 
Vitro Corporation and Westinghouse 
Electric-Power Systems. 
Westinghouse is located across the 
street from the UCF main campus. 
'The program was the best 
thing that ever happened to me," said 
Gina Ceriale, an engineering associ-
ate for Reedy Creek Energy Ser-
vices, Inc., which is Walt Disney 
World'smaintenanceand workscon-
cern. Ceriale was proud to see many 
UCF graduates working in different 
engineering fields as she was rotated 
between jobs at the Disney complex. 
Among those UCF graduates is her 
boss, Ed Godwin, who is currently a 
senior mechanical ~pgineer. Ceriale 
graduated last August with a master's 
degree in mechanical engineering. 
Rich Astleford, who is also a 
UCF graduate and manager of plan-
ning and services for Reedy Creek, 
explained how the fellowships came 
about. Several years ago, Astleford 
said, "We wanted to honor individu-
als for their commitment to higher 
education and at the same time do 
something that is good for the 
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Prisons get money at 
education's expense 
LOBBY, from page 1 
of proact. We need to get more stu-
dents to Tallahassee to advocate edu-
cational issues," Bradley added. 
Educators said the trend in leg-
islative budgeting for the past eight 
years has been to take money from 
education and give it to the prison 
system. Over 25 percent of the state's 
general revenue is consumed each 
year by the Department of Correc-
tions and Health and Rehabilitative 
Services. The State University Sys-
tem receives less than eight percent of 
this budget and must raise approxi-
mately 92 percent of its funding from 
outside sources. 
''Every year, more money is 
being given to prison systems at the 
expense of the educational system," 
said Jon Moyle, Chairman of the 
Florida Board of Regents. 
Many educators attribute this 
to the fact that other groups, such as the 
American Association ofRetiredPer-
sons, go out and lobby for the reforms 
they wanL Politicians want to be re-
elected and respond to lobbyists be-
cause lobbyists represent a large body 
of voters. 
Bill Clark, associate state rep-
resentative for the AARP said lobby-
ing efforts are a crucial part of their 
organization. 
"We focus on issues and not 
agendas. We educate our members 
about their choices and the costs of 
those choices, and they vote accord-
ingly," he said. 
TheFSA would like to become 
such an organization for students in 
Florida. With a projectedonslaughtof 
100,000 students entering the state 
university system in the next 10 years 
facing a decreasing source of funds, 
some course of action must be taken 
on behalf of education. 
Steve Uhlfelder,memberof the 
Board of Regents, said students must 
create the kind of society they want to 
have in the future, or it will be created 
for them by other interest groups. 
''In a democracy, participation 
in government is a necessity," said 
Uhlfelder. "As students, you must 
choose a time and place when you 
know you are right, and you must take 
a stand. Be prepared to pay the price 
for what you believe in." 
GRAND OPENING .. 3'~ 
u;ti .-'. 
Sbar111a E111poriu111 . 4;& .. _ ·· .· 
One of a kind jewelry & clothing ,',/h~ ··· y~ .... -, 
•tapestries• bead curtains• incense 
• kung fu shoes for men & women 
Open 7 Days a Week 
12249 University Blvd. 
Next to UC7 Theater 
Orlando, FL 32817 
4.07 -381-1940 
Disney Fellowships a winner 
DISNEY, from page 1 that if students are hired by the 
conununity and good for us." That sponsoring company, they "come 
brought about the creation of the in with a good position, know the 
General William E. Potter and the organization already and get a 
Admiral Joseph Fowler Fellow- head-start on others. It's a win-
ships. Astleford is also in charge win situation." 
of placing and rotating the stu- Other UCF students who 
dents from the time of arrival in were awarded the fellowship in-
the program. elude Chris Krezak and Debbie 
Dr. Chris Bauer, director of Waterhouse in 1990 and Kathy 
the Office of External Affairs in Kortte and Jeff Nicely in 1992. 
the College of Engineering, ex- Although the program is on hold, 
. ~ . . plained that one of the greatest plans are currently under consider-










Oil filter, 9-point safety check 
L-------------------~ 
_ Free medium fountain drinks with 
any purchase 
677-7988 ~ ~ 
UniversitY Mobil M@b. i I 
4009 N. Goldenrod - . 
Corner of University & Goldenrod 
DOMINO'S PIZZA® has 
Something NEW for YOU/ 
II. U.C.F. Area 384-8888 
~--------------~-------------~ 1•UftttlQJIUfik·)XJ:t·• I I 
: 
512..:::.. 514..:::..: 51 0..:::.. : 
·--MEDIUM LARGE --1 I 
I Pizza with Up to 3 Toppings and a I TWO Small c10·) Deluxe Pizzas I 
I 1 0 Piece Order of Buffalo Wings I Available in Classic Original Only I 
I II Valid at pncipalilg locations. Notvaid wi1h ~Yother otfec Custcmetll 11 Valid ~ p.y1icipating Joc9ons. Not val"od with a-iy ·other offec cus-1 
I · pays sales tax whe~ ~cable. Ol¥ driver's CllfY less th~ $20.1 · tomer pays sales t<111 v.llere 1¥)picable. OUr dive~s CllfY less tMi I . Oe&vety a-eas lirrited to ens1n sate driviig. @ 1994 Domino's Pill~ . $20 Oeliw:ry R<11 lirrited toe~ slh driving @ 1994 Danino's 
a= · •Inc CAU. NOW! Ofer md5 11/15/9-41 · •Pizz~ Inc. CAU. NOW! Ofer md5 11/15/~ 
~-------------1-------------~ I 1 • (j \~ &t'i•ii} J3 Q £tj fj •• 
: 5 17..:::.. : 54..:::.. s 5..:::.. 56..:::..: 
I SMAl1 MEDIUM LARGE I 
I lHREE Large 1-Topping Pizzas I 1-Topping Pizza I 
I Add 99¢ fer Deep Dish I Valid for Carry Out Only I 


























Pleasure Island takes you beyond Halloween into HallmiJeird! Join us for 
a night of outrageous tricks and treats. 
WEIRD AL Y ANKOYIC. Hysterical musical satire from the king of weird 
with two sets on the Hub Stage. 
THE AMAzlNG JONATHAN. Comedy Central's #I comedian, "the 
Freddy Kreuger of comedy," with two sets at the Rock & Roll Beach Club. 
• MEu DA, THE F1 I.ADY F MAG1c. Death-defying stunt magic 
from a world-class illusionist. 
Au. THIS AND GORE! Wear a weird costume. Win our contest and there's 
a free trip in it for you via Delta Air Lines. And be an accomplice to fun at the 
Murder Mystery Show at 8Trax. There are also fortune tellers, make-up artists, 
free dessert buffets, and a late night Halloween dance show! 
IT's HALLOWEEN UKE vOu'VE NEVER SEEN! Buy your tickets now! 
They're just $25 per person at Pleasure Island or through TicketMaster 
at 407-839-3900. For more information call 934-7781. 
Must be 18 or older with proper ID: valid passport; US. Military ID; or US.,' foreign or international driver's license with photo. Entertainment subject to change. ©The Walt Disney Company 
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Operation ID helps police locate owners of stolen bicycles 
THEFT, from page 1 
pretty safe," she said. 
Penk said that when she gets 
a new bicycle, she will get a U-
lock and use the Police 
Department's Operation ID ser-
vice. 
Sgt. Melody Carpenter of 
UCFPD said that a U-lock is the 
best way to prevent a thief from 
stealing a bicycle. It is almost im-
possible to cut through the lock 
with a bolt cutter, which is one of 
the most common ways bicycles 
are stolen. 
"I haven't heard of any bikes 
being stolen with the U-locks on," 
she said. 
Another benefit of using the 
U-locks is that many manufactur-
ers guarantee the replacement 
value of the bicycle if it is stolen 
while it is properly secured with 
one of their locks. 
•A 19-year-oldstudentreported 
that a man punched her in the face and 
tried to steal her bookbag and purse 
between 11 and 11: 15 am. Sept 28 in 
a dirt parking lot near Seminole Hall. 
•Beth G. Zimmer, 21, reported 
that someone broke a luggage rack 
andrearantennaoffhervehicleparked 
~ a dirt lot near the CREOL building 
between 5:30 and 9:45 p.m. Oct. 4. 
• EdwardHotaling, 60,reported 
that someone stole a computer mouse 
controller valued at $25 out of Rm. 
107 of the Humanities and Fine Arts 
Building, between 4 p.m. Sept. 28 and 
8:30 am. Sept. 30. 
•JolieM.Johnson,21,reported 
that someone broke into her vehicle by 
cutting through a plastic rear window 
and stole her purse, valued at $75, 
between 6: 15 and 7 :30p.m. Sept. 29 in 
a parking lot behind the Student Cen-
ter. 
• Susan N. Berliner, 23, re-
ported thatsomeonestole$154 in cash 
out of her purse in a classroom of the 
Creative School between 8:45 and 
10:15 am. Oct. 3. 
•Chris Whittaker, 23, reported 
that someone stole a UCF parking 
decal off his vehicle between 9 am. 
Sept 27 and 5:30 p.m. Sept. 28 in a 
parking lot of the Sigma Chi house. 
• Christian B. Werner, 24, 
reported that someone stole clothes 
valued at $140 out of a clothes dryer 
in a laundry room of Polk Hall be-
tween 2 and 6 p.m. Oct. 2. 
•Diane E. Clark, 49, reported 
that someone wrote words with a 
black marker on the walls of two 
elevators and a study room in the 
library between 6 and 11:59 p.m. 
Oct. 3. 
• Kenneth J. Young, 38, re-
ported that someone stole a 400-
pound glass welder from the Stu-
dent Union construction site be-
tween 7 a.m. Sept. 21 and 3 p.m. 
Sept. 22. 
•William J. Bower, 39, re-
ported that someone wrote words 
with a black marker on the walls of 
a restroom and trash can lid of the 
Visual Arts building between I :30 
p.m. Oct. 3 and 5:30 a.m. Oct. 4. 
If a bicycle is stolen, the 
Department's Operation ID ser-
vice helps in the recovery pro-
cess. The Department will engrave 
bicycles or any other personal 
items, such as computers or ste-
reos, with the student's driver's 
license number at the Police De-
partment free of charge. 
Students can also get a free 
UCF bicycle decal, which is simi-
lar to a parking decal, and have 
their bike registered with the De-
partment. McClendon said that 
any police department that finds a 
registered and engraved bicycle 
has a much easier time returning it 
to the owner. 
She added that without 
•Jeffery C. Cargill, 23, reported 
that someone entered the Sigma Chi 
house through a rear window in the 
kitchen and tried to cut a cable lock off 
a refrigerator. The burglar also dis-
charged a fire extinguisher, which set 
off a fire alarm about 5:20 a.m. Sept. 
30. 
•Eugene P. Hoenicke, Jr., re-
ported that someone stole a Florida 
license plate valued at $55 off a ve-
hicle parked in a dirt lot near the 
CREOL building between 9 a.m. and 
6 p.m. Sept. 29. 
• AmandaDoshan, 19, reported 
that someone stole her purse, valued at 
$107,outofRm.360oftheHealthand· 
Physics Building between noon and 
12:50 p.m. Sept 28. 
• Catheryne C. Lucero, 18, re-
ported that someone scratched the 
trunk of her vehicle between 9 a.m. 
and 2:05 p.m. Sept. 27 in a dirt lot near 
the soccer fields. 
• A police officer discovered 
that someone had broken out a section 
of a vending machine and pulled out 
two wires Sept. 24 in the Humanities 
and Fine Arts Building. 
Bicycle thefts 
• Tracey M. Brown, 19, re-
ported thatsomeonestoleherunlocked 
bicycle valued at $100 from a bike 
rack at the Kappa Delta House be-
tween noon Sept. 22 and 8 am. Sept. 
25. 
•Shannon Way, 18, reported 
that someone stole her bicycle valued 
at $150 by cutting of the lock between 
5 p.m Sept. 27 and 3 p.m. Sept. 28. 
• Gregory L. Johnson, 19, re-
ported thatsomeone stole two bicycles 
from an unlocked commons area of 
Polk Hall between 4 and 8 p.m. Oct. 1. 
• Chrisann Penk, 21, reported 
that someone stole her bicycle, which 
was locked to a bicycle racknear Lake 
Claire Apartments between 3 p.m. 
Sept. 23 and 10 a.m. Sept. 29. 
•Amy M. Norris, 19, reported 
that someone stole her bicycle, valued 
at$25, which was locked to a bike rack 
near Lake Claire Apartments between 
5 p.m. Sept 23 and 7: 15 p.m. Sept 29. 
they could belong to some of the 
people who have bad their bicycles 
stolen. We have no way of finding 
out who they belong to," she said. 
She added that these bicycles 
are auctioned off every year by 
Student Government. 
Michael Rosignol, an assis-
tant in the Crime Prevention Unit, 
engraves many of the bicycles in 
the Operation ID service. He said 
that the Department is pushing for 
engraving because of the recent 
rash of bike thefts. 
"Taking a few seconds to 
make sure your bike is secured is 
a lot better than spending time 
filling out a report to the police 
about your stolen bike," he said. 
UCFstudentShannon Wray 
said that her bicycle was stolen 
after thieves cut off the lock. She 
said she thought the lock was 
strong enough to prevent her bike 
from being stolen because it was 
similar to the U-lock. 
"I paid a lot of money for it, 
and I have seen a lot of bikes around 
with that kind of lock," she said. 
Wray later found her bicycle 
abandoned and said that this time, 
she will buy a U-lock and get her 
bicycle engraved. 
Both Wray and Penk relied 
on their bicycles for transportation 
and were upset and shocked when 
they were stolen. 
Although the police have no 
suspects, investigations are under-
way to catch the people responsible 
for stealing the bikes. 
Lt. Mike Zelanes said, ''It's 
happening all over campus. It's not 
in one location ... That's what makes 
it hard trying to catch these people." 
McClendon said that there 
could be a bike ring in operation, or the 
thefts could all be separate incidents. 
Sgt. Troy Williamson said that 
the thefts could be due to the in-
creased population at UCF. He said 
there was a similar rash of bike 
thefts last year, and the police caught 
the suspect. 
He added that many stolen 
bicycles get sold to pawn shops and 
could be traced back to the owner if 
they are engraved. 
McClendon said that bicycles 
can also be stripped down, sold or 
abandoned after the thief is finished 
''borrowing" the bike. 
She added that some people 
steal bicycles just to take them for a 
joy ride and then abandon them. 
O~ration ID is available at 
the Police Department from 8 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
ThePoliceDepartmentalso has 
aBike Rodeo program in which offic-
ers go to Lake Claire Apartments to 
engrave bicycles for the residents. 
NOW OPEN! 
4066 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL 
(INSIDE THE GROCERY BOX) 
r-- - -- - - - - -------- - - -- - --- -- -- - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - ------------1 
COUPON 
Bring in this coupon and get ONE 
DOLLAR off the purchase of any 



















Good only at SOBIK'S in the Grocery Box. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not valid l 
in combination with any other ollers. E1pires October 15, 1994 l 
I 
I 




Apply for the Discover® Card 
by November 10. 
Spend $75. Get $25 back~ 
NO Annual Fee. 
Look for applications and certificates on campus . 
MEMBERl'MINnwORK ©1994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC. 
*This offer valid for Discover Card applications received by 11/ 10/94, that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 11/21/94. 
Otrer Vlllld for purchases made by 3/31/95. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded. Offer llmlted to one rebat.e per account. . 
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SG passes bill to disbibute 
Homecoming Concert tickets 
rwoono~~~p,ger..na~~~~h~ekidS?, 
IJust want a cheap fling? Find a partner. Take I 
12'4 LP~r!.OJl'!!.CW .!J:l.f f;!!u.c.e.f m!!!i!!.e.2s.- __ .J 
,ssTCBIC~ 
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK 
News editor 
Students no longer have 
to pay $5 for this year's Home-
coming Concert. In response 
to student outrage and protest, 
the UCF student government 
has passed a bill to provide 
students with 2,000 free tick-
ets for the concert. 
The bill was authored by 
Rob Morris, acting chair of Or-
ganizations, Activities, and 
Funding, and was presented at 
the SG Senate meeting last 
Thursday night. The bill had 
widespread support in the sen-
Female tries out 
for Division I-A 
football team 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
DURHAM, N.C. - At-
tempting to become the first fe-
male to play Division I-A foot-
ball, Heather Mercer showed up 
on a recent Monday at Duke Uni-
versity for a kicking tryout. 
While the freshman from 
Yorktown Heights, N.Y ., was told 
she's not ready for the team right 
now, Duke coach Fred Goldsmith 
isn't about to write off Mercer's 
chances just yet. 
Last year, Mercer helped her 
high school team win the New 
York state championship with her 
solid field goal kicking and her 
ability to consistently score extra 
points. 
Mercer approached Gold-
smith in mid-September about a 
possible slot on the team as the 
back-up kicker. But after the try-
out, Goldsmith told reporters that 
Mercer wasn ' t "where she needed 
to be to kick at this level of foot-
ball." 
Goldsmith told Mercer that 
she was welcome to practice with 
Duke's three kickers for the rest 
of the season and said she could 
try out for the team again next 
spring. 
Both Mercer and Goldsmith 
hoped to keep the tryout quiet but 
were unable to avoid publicity. In 
fact, Goldsmith delayed the try-
out for one week because a Sports 
Illustrated writer and photogra-
pher were on Duke's campus to 
do a story on the undefeated ACC 
team. After the local media found 
out about the newest Blue Devil 
hopeful, the story quickly spread. 
Mercer, though, wants no 
part of the media spotlight for 
now. She says she has stopped 
taking calls from the reporters 
because she's fed up with all of 
the publicity. 
ate meeting and needed only 
the signatures of SG president 
Darin Patton and Dr. Le Vester 
Tubbs, vice-president of Stu-
dent Affairs, to be enacted. 
Patton and Tubbs signed the 
bill on Wednesday. 
The $10,000 funding for 
the tickets will be appropri-
ated from the Senate Working 
Fund. The fund is generated 
through the activities and ser-
vices fee of student tuition, and 
becomes part of the annual SG 
budget. 
Student Kiosk on campus. In 
return for each ticket, SG is 
requesting the donation of a 
can of food. 
The canned food col-
lected will benefit Second Har-
vest, a .local food :redistribu-
tion agency. Second Harvest 
provides food to those in need. 
IN TOWN! 
THEN 
· Roas~ed Chicken 
NOW OPEN, in "University Square"- Comer of 
Corner of University blvd. and Goldenrod .. 671-0669 
Featuring: 
•Roasted Chicken• Gyro,Mousaka •Soups & salads 
• Roasted Potatos •. Spinach pies • Deli Sandwiches 
BEST BUYS FOR A COLLEGE BUDGET: 
Tickets are available to 
students free of charge and are 
being distributed through the 
The Homecoming Con-
cert is on Oct. 19 in the UCF 
Arena. Headlining the bill is 
comedian Jeff Foxworthy, and 
George Wallace is _scheduled 
as the opening act, The doors 
will open between 6:30 and 7 
p.m., and the show begins at 8 
p.m. 
--rHEN---~r---raEN--, 
I I I 
$1.50 OFF 
with purchase of a 
whole chicken & a 
side order. 
I I $2.99 I 
I I Special Offer I 
I I Choose 1 of our most popular I 
I I entrees, 1 /4 chicken plattert 
I I chicken cyprina, Gvro I 
Limit $3.00 per coupon. Not valid w/ I I Limit 2 persons per coup6n. I 
any other offers. Not valid w/ any other offers. 
Expires October 31, 1994 Expires October 31, 1994 --------
You MOid The Future Of Our Country. 
· We Think You Deserve · · 
Proper Recognition. 
ABC's. Multiplication tables. The solar 
syste!l1. You teach our children the facts, the 
theories, and the skills that help shape them 
into capable individuals. You t' 
dev0te countless hours to their ~ i. e a r 
progress. And you do it \,. ,_ _ 
because you care. 0 
At GEICO we L ~ 
care, too, and want l.~ 
you to know 6.Q 
that your efforts f:; 











the U.S. And, GEICO is rated 
A++ (Superior) by the AM. Best Company, 
respected independent analysts 
of the insurance industry. 
Q { We realize how long 
-1_ a teacher's day can 
Q
0 
be, so you'll be 
pleased to know 
Q GEICO provides 
~ 24-hour claims · 
~ and policy 
l.l. .l service, every 











ment plans to fit '1 
your budget. In on the road. With 
GEICO, sensible drivers 
like you could save 15% or 
()~ 
•GEICO • recognition of all you've done, GEICO would like to 
more on personal auto insurance. In 
fact, as the nation's sixth-largest insurer of 
private passenger automobiles, C,EICO 
insures thousands of teachers across 
Call: 645-1488 
3131 Corrine Dr. 
Orlando 
(1 /2 mile from the Navy Training Center Main Gate) 
Cost Comparison 
l.D.# 4875 
offer you outstanding auto 
insurance that always makes the grade. 
Call us today and see just how easy 
saving with GEICO can be. 
Call: 897-7157 
4937 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando 
(3 I 4 mile west of SR 436) 
Government Employees Insurance Co. • GEim Generallnsurance Co. • GEim Indemnity Co. •GEICO Casualty Co. 
These shareholder-owned companies are not affiliated with the US. Government Auto insurance is not available in MA or NJ. GEICO, Washington, OC 20076. 
• 
• 
The Central Florida Future 
As usual, just throw 
money at the 
problem to fix it 
After the enonnous outcry of the student body to the 
atrocity of actually having to pay $5 to go see Jeff Foxworthy 
for Homecoming, our illustrious elected officials in Student 
Government decided to propose a bill to remedy the situation. 
Spend more money! 
That's right ladies and gentlemen, it's the cure-all solution 
for any problem facing governments all across the world. Just 
put in enough money, and the problem will just magically go 
away. 
The solution, proposed last Thursday night, was to actually 
spend $10,000 to distribute 2,000 free tickets to UCF students. 
Free tickets? Where exactly did the money come from in the 
first place? One way or another, the students are paying for this 
concert. If they won't pay $5 to go see it, we'll buy the ticket:S 
with their money and give them away! 
The bill, written by Rob Morris, is designed to ultimately 
allocate$10,000totheSpringconceit.Let'sprayitdoesn'train 
next year again, or we'll be shoveling money after another 
group no one wants to see except our esteemed colleagues of 
CAB. 
But wait, there's more. In the interest of "bettering the 
Orlando community," a donation of a can of food for each ticket 
will be required. The food collected is designed to benefit 
Second Harvest. For those who can't find a can offood in their 
donn and who don't want to camp outovernightatthe SG kiosk 
forthefreeJeffFoxworthytickets,don'twony. They'll still be 
on sale at Ticketmaster outlets for $5. Better get there soon, 
though, they'll probably sell out fast. 
Enough with the sarcasm. The idea that the student body is 
so inane as to be fooled by such a ploy is ridiculous. One way 
or another, Jeff Foxworthy is going to get his money, and 
students will attend, even if the only way to get them to go is to 
give away the tickets. Student Government continues to strive 
for ways to spend money in ways that are completely beyond 
the realm ofrational thought. Our newly elected representatives 
seem intent on flexing their new legislative muscles and upon 
seeing how much they can getaway with before somebody puts 
up a fight. 
Let them know who's still in control here. Don't go to the 
concert, even if they throw the tickets off the library roof. Tell 
them if they're going to spend the money any way they wantto, 
you' re not going to continue the cycle and become a mindless 
drone going to any activity that's offered, even if it is an exhibit 
onthemanyusesofporkontheGreen.Letthemknowwhatyou 
think about how they spend your money. The phones on 
campus are free. Use them-you're paying for them anyway. · 
Chad Brunner 
Opinion editor 
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P.C. unnecessary in private award funding 
Elaine Detweiller is very socially conscious. She is the public information director (otherwise known as ~he "spokesperson") for the National 
Merit Scholarship Corporation, a private institution that 
offers scholarships with criteria designed to benefit black 
students. When asked if the scholarships provided by 
NMSC were racist, she said that they are "compensatory 
prograrn[s] for the past deprivation in educational oppor-
tunities that the blacks have suffered." In other words, no. 
Detweiller added, "We do not make any other refer-
ence to race in our programs." 
I see. Who gets the scholarships, which are race-based, 
depends on standards set by the performance of blacks. 
Other than that, Detweiller claims, the programs are not 
racist. I say "claims" because I wish to imply that what 
Detweiller says is untrue. The programs are racist. 
Detweiller' s response is a typical one among academia 
today. In the desire to be politically correct, institutions 
use euphemisms to hide what is really happening. They are 
afraid to offend anyone and fear that someone out there 
will deem their actions wrong. They privately feel that 
what they are doing is wrong, and in their guilt, they seek 
to erase the action by changing the terminology. 
I do not wish to condemn the NMSC for its intentions. 
The very thing that makes the NMSC valid is that it is a 
wholly private institution. Voluntary funding is what makes 
it a truly philanthropic organization. While people may 
disagree with its intentions, there is no doubt that the 
NMSC has every right to give its money to whatever group 
it deems deserving for whatever reason. 
Detweiller, however, does not realize this. Even if she 
does, she chooses to justify the actions of the NMSC by 
saying that it is not doing what it is doing. She basically 
seeks to earn legitimacy by betraying what she believes to 
be right and just. She could have said, "Yes, we're racist 
and proud ofit, but we're also private," and she would have 
been okay in my book. 
Some will say that racist (or "race-based" to the politi-
Bob Vogel 
A is A 
cally correct) scholarships are not new. Just look in any 
scholarship directory. There are private scholarships for 
every race under the sun, even Passamaquoddy Indians, 
Hualapai Indians and Evrytanians. My god, racism is 
everywhere. Oh well, it's their money, not mine. (Inciden-
tally, there are even scholarships for left-handed people 
and people with the last name "Gatlin.") 
Any private institution could, hypothetically, give grants 
based on the number of warts on an applicant's body. Of 
course, certain groups may cry that it is prejudiced against 
the "wart disadvantaged." The institution may just happen 
to think that people with warts have been given the short 
end of the stick in society and that a "compensatory 
program" is in order. It can give out "wart-based" scholar-
ships just as throw their money out in the street for all I 
care. 
Elaine Detweiller' s story is important because it illus-
trates that people are willing to accept that the private 
sector is subject to the same standards as the public sector. 
It is not. An individual's spending habits are of no moral 
consequence to you or to me. The government's spending 
habits, however, are of paramount importance because it 
spends everyone's money. There are literally hundreds of 
private groups who are ready to help minorities of all sizes 
become educated. Why should the government at a cost to 
taxpayers duplicate a process that the private sector does so 
well? The gov.emmentdoes not produce but only allocates 
funds while serving as the middleman (and a rather expen-
sive one I might add) . 
You might ask of what ethnic background I am. Who 
cares? One thing is for sure - my tuition is paid for. 
The Central Florida Future is still looking for talented 
artists to draw political cartoons. Send samples or just 
come by the office across the street, two doors down 
from UC7·. The address is 12243 University Blvd., 
Orlando, FL 32817. 
The Central Florida Future Classified 
One student needed to share house 
25 min. from UCF with another stu-
dent. Rent is $350/mo + $150 dep. 
Includes util., W/D, and Lawn Care. 
Washer & Dryer from $85. Refrig 
erator from $125. Microwaves fro 
$50. 6 mo warranty. Delivery avail. 
De~ta Sigma Pi Call 823-9594 BED, QUEEN OR FULL, 
Invites everyone to Faculty Donut USED $125. 678_8592 
NEVER Appliance Recyclers 327-3777 
Day, Thursday Oct. 13, 8AM-1 PM 
Today! At the CESA Faculty Lounge UCF area, christian female to share t-------------
w/same, 2bd/2ba, washer/dryer in-
cluded $250 plus 1/2 util. Vanessa 
658-0556 
AUTOS 
United Methodist Campus 
Ministry 
WATER BEDS King $85.00, Queen 
$165.00, bedding and dresser in-
cluded 671-7588 Chevy Celebrity 84, AC, Gray, Au-
t---------------l tomatic. $1500 080, Cail Victor273-
5316 
CONDO, 1 bd/1 ba, University/436, 1------------~ 
2 pools, tennis, weight room, 785 Need a good, reliable car? 
S.F. MUST SELL $22,900. Call Call a fellow classmate. Many mod-
October 13, 1994 
The Central Florida Future is looking to 
fill one advertising represenative posi-
tion. Prior sales exp. preferred, but not 
necessary. Great resume-building ex-
perience, flexible hours, good pay. Call 
Jason Meder at 823-8054. 
l1(PISTS 
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735 
Student Center Room 206, 823-
5335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner 
Group, 5:00 PM. Weekly Bible 
Study opportunities 
657-5343 els to choose from. Call Ric at (407)1------------~ 
~---------~342-6137 
1------------~ EXPANSION! APPLY NOW 
$10.05 starting, im1.·1ediate open- Futon-Queen, tri-fold, $125. Maytag Affordable Transportation $350 and Desktop Publishing by Claire! 
ings. PerfectforStudencs, HS Grads, Washer$75. PicnicTable$30. 679- up: '82 Chevy, 2dr, Auto, runs great Very professional, very quick, very 
and much more! 2nd income seekers. Entry level, 0753 $650. '89 Ford Escort, SSP, runs reasonable. 
advancemer.t possible, flexiblei---------------l great $1650. Maratta Auto Sales, Call today. Waterford Lakes area. Steve Binkley, Director 
Call 823-5335 for more informa-
tion. 
schedules. Openings throughout Peach Sofa anq Love seat w/ cof- 2953AlafayaTrail,Oviedo366-7432 380-2162 
Greater Orlando and South Semi- fee and end table for $200. Susan 
All Welcome! nole. Call 331-9006 for interview 679-4334 !-------=-------- OTHER. 
STUDENT FINANCE ASSOCIA- 1--------------1Wooden Book Shelf and dresser 
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING WORDMASTERS TION . $60. Susan 679-4334 
***SPRING BREAK 95*** Start your financial future here. 1-------------1The ring that comes with a lifetime 
October 19, 4 PM, Bus. Adm. 134. America's #1 Spring Break . Golden Warranty Card. JOSTENS! 
Typing and Resume Service 
Since 1986 for all your student 
needs. IBM and laser equip. Same-
dayservice avail. We've moved. Call 
for info. 277-9600 
Company! Weight Bench $100, excellent con- There is a difference· look for it' 
Guest speaker: Mark Miecks, Cer- dition. 282-0362 Mike ' · 
tified Financial Planner Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student 
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. 
All Welcome! 
Panama! 
11001 L t p · G 1 . , • WANTED: Used Sporting Goods, 10 owes nee uarantee. Snow Skis, Men~ P~E 19~cm with will pay cash. PLA y IT AGAIN 
Orgainize 15 friends and TRAVEL Solomon Quad Bindings. Like new. SPORTS 677 _5007 1--------------1 
FREE! Earn highest commissions! $200, 677-8880 · 1-------------t------------f A+ Typing & Word Processing 
(800) 32·TRAVEL WASHER/DRYER Laser print. Professional results! 
GLBSU HALLOWEEN PARTY Amana Heavy Duty. Only 8 mos ACCOUNTING TUTOR Same day turn-around available! 
Friday, Oct. 28, 9PM-2AM at 1---------------lold, with 5 year service plan. All CPA/Former College Instr. Call Close to UCF! Call 366-7123. 
Boxcars. Be There! extras. Moving. $750 OBO, 678_ Loretta at 256-1140 
TELEMARKETER: Glamour Shots 6052 / 
High Fashion Photography, Fash- r---~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~---~ ~OOMMAJES ion Square Mall, seeks aggressive, 
upbeat individuals to book appoint-
Room Avail. to a responsible, N/S ments. No cold calling. Guaranteed 
male in a 3bd/2 1/2ba townhouse. wage or commission bonus. Will 
1--$2_3_5_1m_o_._+_1_13_ut_i1._2_8_2_-8_2_9_1 --f train. PIT, flex hours. Call 898-7954 
Female roommate needed to share ask for D.J. 
4/2 house in Tuscawilla. Non-smok·t--------------1 
ing, clean, responsible. $200/mo. + 
1/4 utilities. Call 695-9103 after 5 WANTED 
pm. Electrical Engineering student for 
1-----------.;...,· -..ipart-time tech work. Flexible hours. 
N/S M to sh~re 2bd/2ba duplex with Top pay. 481-0160 
same. 15 mm from UCF. Caff 677-1------.....:...-------1 
4734 $250 month+ 1 /2 utilities. Avail- WANTED: Guides (servers) for the 
exciting and fun Colorado Fondue able immediately 
t--------------1 Company Rest. If interested in hav-
Roommate needed to share 3bd/ 
2ba $200 mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call 
273-8095 for more info. 
Sen. or Grad StudenVProfessional 
to share 2/2 near UCF. $222/mo. + 
util. No pets/smokers. Washer/ 
Dryer 277-9397 
ing fun and making money call ( 407) 
767-8232 for more info. 
Retail sal~s help a~ Orlando's larg-
est Outdoor Store. Retail and/or 
outdoor experience a plus. Apply in 
person by Oct. 31. Travel Country 
Outdoors. 1101 E. Hwy 436 
RO JO'S 
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
281-ROJO (7656) 
· 12233 University Blvd, • Orlando, Florida 32817 
Located on the comer of University & Alafaya 
Across from UCF 
Hours: Monday-Thursday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Friday-Saturday 2 p.m. to Midnight; Sunday 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
~ We take pride in our 
N ATURAL IMPORTED ITALIAN INGREDIENTS 0 PRESERVATIVES , OLARD 
Baked on Premises by Owners; Not a Corporate Franchise 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON 0CTOBERFEST 
2 Cheese Slice plus 16oz. Pepsi $3.25 
Get 3rd Slice Cheese FREE 
2 16" Larg~ Cheese Pizza $17.00 
Get 14" Cheese Pizza FREE 
Sunday pick-up or eat in only 4-10 p.m 
SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN! 
The Japan Exchange and Teaehing Prog,-am 
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold .,..... _____ _ 
a bachelor's degree (or·will receive one by 
June 30, 1995), and are a U.S. citizen, 
the J.KT. Program needs you! 
Opportunities are available 
in Japanese schools and 
government offices. 
C HA 0 S by Brian Shuster 
11 Y1know, I think it1s just the shoe that's lucky." 
on the inside 
2 Just a thought: If HIV is Godzilla, 
college students are a small Japanese 
village. 
3 In Features: A UCF student tests 
HIV positive but doesn't get negative. 
4· In Music: G-Love and the Violent 
Femmes down at the Edge. 
6 In Film: The highly anticipated 
arrival of Tarantino' s 'Pulp Fiction.' 
i 
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Just a thought 
by Sean Perry 
With each tragic revelation, 
a new frame of thought ensues. 
Wich each minor setback and quick 
recovery, a sense of ignorance de-
velops. 
There is a monster ravaging 
the hillsides and corroding the cit-
ies. We have been warned by the 
media, by famous faces and by 
government propaganda machines 
about this beast, the HIV virus. 
The nation seems to turn 
away and laugh, as if watching the 
fictional Godzilla ravage a poor 
Japanese harbor. It continues to 
drive fear into those victims on 
the screen, yet audiences don't 
consider it to be a real threat. 
We continue to enlist secu-
rity devices to fasten our doors 
shut, and we purchase weapons in 
order to protect the family heir-
looms, while allowing this animal 
to crawl in undetected. 
No longer a stereotypical 
gay disease, this problem has 
leaked indiscriminately into our 
aquifers and polluted our system. 
I could probably request that 
every reader of this column wear 
a condom or abstain from the act · 
of having ignorant sex, but the 
call would probably go unan-
swered. 
HIV is going to kill quite a 
few of us. It is going to kill some 
of your closest friends, family and 
loved ones. It may actually kill 
your first-born child-something 
even Vietnam couldn't do. 
Take a little responsibility 
for your actions. If it is too late to 
stop the inevitable, then keep an 
open mind and a positive outlook. 
The ball is in your hands. 
Don't lose the game for all of. us. 
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•A Name Change 
•Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in cer-
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center 
room 210 
Monday-··Friday 8am-5pn . 
Funded through Activity & Servke Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
FAMILY AMUSEMENT CENTER 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS !!!! 
STOP BY OUR NEW STORE 
NEXT TO THE UC-7 MOVIE THEATRE 
AT THE CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA 
THELARGESTGAMEROOMIN 
THE UCF AREA !!! 
282-2474 




PARTIES AND PRIVATE 
RENTALS!!! 
1-------------, 
I PRESENT THIS AD FOR I· 
I 3 FREE TOKENS!.!! I 
I LIMIT ONE COUPON PER DAY I 
I NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER I 
~PIA~ 10/21/9~CALL~AMEPLAYERS 282-24~ 
r-:--------------, 
I PRESENT THIS AD FOR ONE FREE I 
I SODA WITH YOUR $5.00 TOKEN I 
I PURCHASE r 







OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NEr 
Its simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we 
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including 
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET 
enrollment kit-a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step 
instructions-is $99.95~ To be in the next nationwide distribution to 
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539. 
t&li&ifNETI 



















by KENNETH LOO 
Axis writer 
These last couple of weeks, 
I felt like I had 100 l problems that 
I had to deal with. Life felt a little 
out of my control. It was in this 
frame of mind that I met "Jake." 
Jake, who requested this alias, is a 
UCF student that recently tested 
positive for the HIV virus. 
Times are tough for Jake, 
who feels that his whole world is 
tumbling down, but at the same 
time that his life is just beginning. 
He felt that it would be easier to 
talk about himself without having 
to give his real name. He doesn't 
feel that his friends would aban-
don him, but others may not be 
able to deal with the fact that he is 
HIV positive.Jake remarked about 
wishing to remain anonymous, 
"People will know me for what I 
am and what I have done, not for 
what they call me." 
I consider myself an aver- . 
age student, and there are many 
things about HIV and AIDS that I 
justdon'tunderstand. Mostpeople 
know the basics. HIV is a sexually 
transmitted disease, which devel-
ops into AIDS, a disease whose 
effects are definitely grave. 
A little more concerned than 
the average student, I ventured 
over to the Wellness Center and 
tried to learn a little more about 
the virus. I picked up a great num-
ber of p_amphlets and other litera-
ture. As I read the information, I 
got a greater understanding of the 
seriousness of this disease. These 
pamphlets did not offer the com-
plete story, though. They could 
never explain what it is like to 
know the virus has taken control 
of one's life. 
It was about this time that I 
sat down with Jake, hoping that he 
would be able to answer some of 
my questions. 
• • • 
Jakegrewupinasmall town 
in Florida. He describes it as a 
neighboring town of Mayberry. It 
was one of those places that if 
someone had a cold, the whole 
neighborhood knew about it. 
Leaving for college opened 
a new world for Jake. He became 
wrapped up in the parties, the new-
found independence and the loss 
of responsibilities. He enjoyed his 
first couple of years at UCF and 
Ii ved them without a care in the 
world, except the daily decision 
of what to eat and how he was 
going to pay for it. 
Oct. 13, 1994 A-11 
positive: not a death sentence -rather, a new beginning 
Jake never considered him- probably had to deal with many medications can have with my be. It's opened a new world for 
self a very popular guy, but when people daily with the same prob- body. I am now super cautious me. I've committed myself to liv-
he walked on campus, he felt like lem." with small cuts and bruises." ing with HIV. I haven't yet de-
he belonged. Soonhewasinvolved Today, Jake deals with life Jake now works with HIV cidedtotellmyfraternitybrothers 
in the fraternity system, and he a little bit differently. He takes positiveandAIDSsupportgroups about this because I know how 
began to meet a lot of women. things slowly and with a lot more and spends a lot of time telling his some of them feel that HIV and 
Without specifics, he explained_ care~ He_ takes.... medication ancL closest friends that it is important - AIDS is a gay disease. I got HIV 
that he had sex with a lot of girls takes caution with any ordinary that they get tested. from a girl. 
that he met at "Maybe one of my brothers 
parties and . slept with this girl, too, and could 
through his fra- be passing it to others. This is my 
ternity. Jake's greatest fear nowadays. People 
life went on, ne~d to understand that AIDS and 
photo/HUNT 
HIV is not necessarily transmit-
table by sex, and people have 
stopped protecting themselves. 
People spend more time thinking 
that they should avoid people that 
they think have HIV instead of 
protecting themselves with people 
who they're uncertain about." 
Talking to Jake, one gets 
the idea that he has become a 
strong person dealing with this 
disease.Jake knows he will Ii ve as 
long a life as he can. 
without a care 
about the 
things he had 
done or about 
the girls with 
whom he had 
engaged in sex. 
He admits that 
he did not even 
consider the 
idea of using 
protection 
when he had 
sex, because he 
felt thathe was 
not the type of 
person who 
would contract 
any kind of dis-
ease. Often, a positive light may be shed on a negative scene. 
'1 have nothing to fear in terms 
of dying. I've met some people with 
AIDS and HIV that feel that they are 
already dead. When I look back on 
my life, I have no regrets. I don't 
want people to pity me. I am the 
same person inside that I was before 
I found out I had this disease. There 
are still a lot of things that I plan to 
accomplish, like finishing school 
and getting my degree. HIV will not 
impede any ortgose.plans." 
Through-
out college, Jake consistently do-
nated blood. One of the things that 
sticks out in his memory is that the 
workers would always ask him if 
he felt his blood was unsafe. Jake 
never gave a second thought to 
this question. 
A couple of days just before 
midterms last semester, Jake re-
ceived a message on his answer-
ing machine from the blood bank. 
They told him that he should go 
and get tested for HIV as soon as 
possible. He did, and for days, his 
concern began to grow. 
"That day, my life as I knew 
it stopped. l~idn't know what to 
think or what to say wh~n they 
called. I had no idea what they 
meant by getting my blood tested. 
It seemed like at least once a day 
I was thinking about what my life 
would be like if my test came back 
positive." 
The day before his last mid-
term, he received the results. He 
had tested positive. The nurses 
gave him a handful of literature 
and told him that he had acquired 
a great number of responsibilities 
concerning_ safety and his actions. 
"They acted very coldly to-
wards me, as if they could care 
less about me or what I was going 
through. I later realized that they 
disease. . "Getting tested was the best 
"Sometimes the most simple thing that I ever did. It has not 
cold can take a ·1ot out of me. I developedintotheendoftheworld 
never know what effect som.e . that !originally felt it was going to 
LaserGrunge 
The Best In Alternative ~usic 
Friday & Saturday: 9:00 p.m. 
AEROSMITH 




Friday & Saturday: 11 :00 p.m. 
PINK FLOYD 
Dark Side 
Of The Moon 
. . ..... !J~\:~1,_.;~· ~:}:~~~:~=,.· .. ~.:<:~. ~-'1~~·::. "!:~:::~~~1f~ ·.;. -~~~~~ ·. . 
Soine ·f acts.-~·-qit tli~ ·matter 
Friday & Saturday: Midnight 
• Many people infected with HIV are being 
successfully treated with anti-viral drugs such as 
AZT. An HIV-positive result is NOT a diagnosis of 
AIDS. People with HIV infections have a range of 
medical conditions, and ovcr:_time, many progress to 
more serious conditions; medical management and 
advances have provided new hope for people with 
the infection. 
COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50 
Seating is limltecl ancl on a 
firls·come, finl•servecl basis. 
Prices ancl shows subiect lo change 
without notice. 
~9~~ 
O~~~~\ ~ 810 E. Rollins Street 
~C.~~ "'\ Orlando, Florida 32803 
~ c 407-896-7151 
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East 
on lefrin Loch Haven Park - Free Parking 
6-1ove ~~pedal &uC£ ~pread it on thick 
Tue Violent femme;) and G-1ove light up the E:dge last ~unday night 








15 • Carpe 
Diem 
(The Edge) 
by JIM MARTIN 
Axis writer 
G-Love and Special Sauce 
are a band out of Boston. Don't be 
mistaken, however. G-Love has a 
sound all their own. They mix 
blues and hip-hop 
to fuse a love affair 
between two musi-
cal styles. Inquir-
ing into their 
unique sound, Axis 
wondered if G-
Love and Sauce 




with where they 
stand musically, -
they declined, say-
ing, "Music is the 
same as time. 
Things change, and 
energized set but were overshad-
owed by the unnecessarily violent 
crowd. Complicated drum 
schemes and impervious upright 
bass laid the foundation for G-
Love' s blues-driven lead guitar 
playing. Qlosing with their first 







there is no way to G-Love and the Femmes. 
predict that." G-
Love, who hails from Philadel- Sauce let the 
1 l • Nicoteens 
(Downtown 




phia, will record a solo acoustic 
record at the beginning of next 
year. Special Sauce's influences 
range from Bob Marley to John 
Lee Hooker. Keep this in mind, 
and go check out their self-titled 
debut album. 
· G-Loveandcompanyhitthe 
stage, much to the relief of the 
restless crowd. G-Love played an 
TRADE-IN 
CD'S 
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY 
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND 
STICKERS. THE.EXTENSIVE SELECTION 
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S 
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE, 
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE. 
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR 
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES. 
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN 
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK. 
407-677-8897 
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5 
crowd simmer 
into a frenzy, waiting for the red 
hot Violent Femmes. 
Violent Femmes hit the 
stage with an eerie persona: They 
seemed to know that everyone in 
the building had memorized at 
least one of their albums. This is a 
feat which no band, except maybe 
the Beatles, can claim. 
Expecting to hear mostly 
new material from their album, 
New Times, the crowd welcomed 
classics such as "Blister in the 
Sun," "American Music," "Kiss 
Off' and "Gone Daddy Gone." 
These traditional time-honored 
classics of the now overly-popu-
lated alterna-world set the Edge 
on its ear. With bodies floating 
over the dense crowd, the Femmes 
went on to 
play for 
over an hour 
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Femmes 
song (if 
there is such 
a thing), 
uses com-
puter-generated beats to create a 
metallic atmospher~. The lyrics, 
"I got a machine/and I took over 
the world .. .! did it because I was 
looking for a projecUAnd it was 
eitherffake over the world or learn 
Femmes comefrom-anotherstate 
of mind (or Wisconsin, but that's 
the same thing). 
Weekend 
of Jazz 
Thursday evening will mark 
the opening of two major Florida 
·azz festivals. The Pleasure Island 
Jazz Festival will open with perfor-
mances by Chuck Mangione and 
Sha-Shaty beginning at 8:25 p.m., 
Thursday. Hiroshima will take the 
West End Stage on Friday night 
with Acoustic Alchemy playing the 
Hub Video Stage. 
Popular sax player, David 
Benoit, will kickoff Saturday night 
followed by Boney James, Jazz 
Company and Special EFX. The 
artists will perform two or more sets 
each, and the times vary between 
performers. The cost is $14.95, and 
for more information on showti mes, 
callAxis at 823-8192. 
The Jacksonville Jazz i:esti-
val will host the soulful Neville 
Brothers and sax phenom Joshua 
Redman. Slide Hampton and Lee 
Ritenour will also attend from Thurs-
day through Saturday. Events range 
from free to $7.50 for shows. For 
more information, call (904) 353-
7770. 
The 15th Annual Clearwater 
Jazz Festival will also run through 
the weekend with many of the art-
ists venturing to the West Coast as 
well. Joshua Redman will make a 
stop along with the only Florida 
engagement of the Rippingtons. 
Shows are from 6 to 10 p.m. 
on Thursday and Friday, between 1 
and 11 p.m. on Saturday and from 2 
to 9 p.m. on Sunday. For more infor-










Compulsion Various Artists Slayer Kerbdog 
Comforter Club Epic Divine Intervention Kerboog 
(Interscope) (Epic) (American) (Mercury) 
Compulsion is another college Recommende.d only for hard- Maybe I'm just getting older Chalk another "A-plus" for 
• band that drones on abouthow people, core dance music aficionados, Club and my tastes are changing, but album hard, grooving heavy metal. Those 
the world and life in g~neral stinks. Epic's third installment of retro beats after album of"demented personality/ pleased with Corrosion Of 
The tone and rhythm leave you pout- doesn't take the same direction of emotional/painisadeadlyreality"just Conformity's latest release, Blind , 
ing, while the semi-deep, yet morose most oldie dance compilations. The doesn't interest me anymore. should really get into this one. The 
lyrics compel you to ask your doctor 15songsrangefromlatedisco, ''Boogie Divine Intervention ·is an in- gut:.punching guitar riffs, provide.d by 
for a prescription of Prozac. Nights" by Heatwave, to mid-'80s, tense, fast, heavy album, with the same Cormac Battle and Billy Dalton are 
A good, solid listen to this CD ''You Spin Me Round" by Dead or cut-away riffs that have defined beautiful. Darragh Butler's drums 
• seriously yanke.d me down from a Alive, an era not usually looke.d upon. Slayer's sound for the last decade. pulle.d me into the usual head-banging 
half-way decentmood. I starte.d think- Unfortunately, Epic shoqld' ve Teenage metalheads will think zombie trance. 
ing about my ex-girlfrie~d and the stuck to unloading disco than-to sub- itrocks harder than anything known to Several of the potent and virile 
candy bar I stole when I was 12. jecting listeners to forgettable classics mankind, but I can't imagine anyone tracks have the raw energy that could 
''Late Again" is actually nice suchas ''Dreamin'" by Will To Power with a college e.ducation thinking that make slam-dancers hunger for blood. 
for a rainy day, while "Yancy and ''Night" by Billy Ocean. Many of this album is really dark or deep. The "Dummy Crusher," for in-
Dangerfield' sDelusions" catches you the songs on this CD aren) easily lyrics really just seem like Kerry King stance, sends you against the walls, 
off guard and extracts a brief chuckle. recognizable and probably went up sat down and trie.d to string together as releasing all that angst-ridden aggres-
Thingsslowdownagainuntil "OhMy and down the music charts so fast it many dark phrases as he could. sion that our generation accumulates 
• Fool Life" wakes you up to tell you could make your head spin . If you can look past this, though, from day to day. 
(again) that life stinks. My guess is that we've milke.d Divine Intervention is still a pretty Just remember, if you break 
Finally, a billowy, white "Jean the heck out of the '70s, and Epic is decent album, musically at least. It Mom' slamp, you'll have to buy anew 
Could Be Wrong" tucks you in and desperately trying to follow the pitiful doesn't have any really standout one. Of course, most of the tracks 
rounds out the somnambulistic tone. bring back the '80s movement The tracks, like their past greats "Black contain the obligatory deep, world-
Frankly, this album is similar to what thought of putting up with music we Magic" or "Seasons in the Abyss," changing lyrics. Sex, drugs and rock 
you have to sit through on MTV' s 120 just got out of our system is scary. but it's certainly a hundred times 'n' roll wentoutof style,itseems. Buy 
Minutes while waiting for your favor- Does this mean we have to start tight- better than a lot of the metal I've thisCD,andventsomeofthatangst-
ite band's latest release. rolling our jeans again? heard of late. no nee.d to be so tense. 







'Pulp--FlctiOn-'-portrays violent reality 
Pulp Fiction 
****(out of 4) 
Rated "R" 
by DEREK KRAUSE 
Axis film critic 
As blood and violence con-
sume our everyday lives, from the 
inner-city terror to the gore-fi11ed 
news reports that clutter the minds 
of a nation, only one medium pro-
tects these vicious acts. Film has 
remained calm and consistent 
throughout these hazardous dis-
plays of ignorance, capturing the 
realities of our world in its realm 
of entertainment. 
As Pulp Fiction spawns a 
new arena for its messiah of vio-
lence, director Quentin Tarantino, 
more hypocritical, narro.w-minded 
conformists will debate its bloody 
surface and neglect to acknowl-
edge its true nature as an artform. 
combing these eccentric char-
acters, the film maintains a com-
forting appeal throughout its 
depth of chi11ing irony. 
Samuel L. Jackson plays 
Jules, the religious side of the 
hitman partner-





eous massacres .~ 
and accidental 
killings . Jack-
son is torn be-
tween the salva-
tion of the Lord 
and the evils 
withiri his soul. 
The most in-
triguing part of 
his character is 
his recitations 
of scriptures 
from the Bible 
as he anticipates 
the destruction 
of his victims. 
Together, Jackson and 
Travolta are an unexpected treat, as 
their tandem provides n.ot only the 
most ridiculous dialogue, but also 
theinost realistic and deranged chem-
istry throughout a fusion-filled cast. 
intensity and proves an enlighten-
ing achievement, considering his 
recent disaster in Color of Night. 
Harvey Keitel and Tarantino 
both have sma11 parts, throwing in 
their unique sty Jes. Keitel, rough 
Roth, and Steve Buscemi, who 
has a cameo as Buddy Holly. 
Pulp Fiction is not without 
blood, which is a catalyst for most 
of the plot. With viscous drama, 
photo/Courtesy of Mlramax 
Pulp Fiction , the second di-
rectorial achievement of 
Tarantino, is another masterpiece 
of extensive character analysis and 
a collage of violence. Like his 
first film, Reservoir Dogs, it is 
gut-wrenchingly sick, as well as 






Samuel L. Jackson, John Travolta and Harvey Keitel, share a moment. 
Tarantino again 
creates some hor-
rific scenes that 
spike the eye, ear 
and heart, all the 
while shadowing 
them with a hu-
morous softness. 





tached to the au-
dience in a very 
personable way, 
as their actions 
are viewed with 
the slightest of at-
tention. Each ac-




that to influence 
each individual 
story and carry a 
steady flow of 
Tarantino's new film, how-
ever, is not an attempt to surpass 
the precision and perfection of 
Reservoir Dogs, but rather a con-
tinuation of his ongoing portrait 
of rebellion . · 
yearns for him fu blow away 
the punk he's talking to. His 
exploitation of Jules . is mes-
merizing, and his acting reaches 
new heights of expression, as 




Once agai n, 




that exists as 
he beautifully 
choreographs 
the rhy thm 
and sequenc-
ing of a bu11et photo/Courtesy of Miramax 
from a gun Bruce Willis as Butch. 
and from life 
John 
Travolta 
p l a y s 
Vincent, the 






sly and edgy 
to blood-dripping death. He has 
produced Pulp Fiction as a sec-
ond message to the everyday sheep 
of America that violence can be 
and should be witnessed not only 
as an artform, but as entertain-
ment. 
Pulp Fiction is a carefully 
woven story of two hitmen, their 
boss, his wife and a backstabbing 
boxer. A sadistic tale of mayhem 
persona that, along with his hair-
cut, mystifies the audience. He 
makes Vincent a very likeable 
guy as he twists his way to 
romance and talks his way out 
of some gory situations. He has 
solid control of his role as a 
slow but still manipulative as-
sassin, and he impressively 
takes to his character with ex-
treme effort, not once failing. 
For show times call 896-7795. 
Butch, the boxer who ~r~es to 
outwit a mob boss, is excitedly played 
by Bruce Willis. Surprisingly, Willis 
is we11-placed in his role, and, like 
Travolta, he actually comes off 'as 
quite convincing. Willis' tough and 
stressed-out portrayal is a rush of 
and composed, and Tarantino, 
plain and annoying, are a wel-
come addition. The well-balanced· 
cast also includes Uma Thurman, 
who is incredibly devious and lur-
ing as the mob boss' wife, Eric 
Stoltz, Rosanna Arquette, Tim 
anticipation, anguish and satire. 
As · the '90s ride the Pulp 
Fiction wave ofTarantino's real-
ity, the world will once again be 
engaged to this phenomenal cult 





































•N.Y. Giants at L.A. Rams. 
The Rams are an average team with 
a great defense and running back . 
The Giants are an average team with 
a great coach. I say the coach wins 
this battle. 
•Philadelphia Eagles at Dal-
las Cowboys. This game should be 
great. The Eagles will give the Boys 
everything they can handle and then 
some. 
just another victim. 
•Cleveland at Houston. The 
Brownies will win this Thursday 
night matchup and improve to 5-1. 
The Oilers continue to fall while the 




cos. The Chiefs have to find their 
Oct. 13, 1994 •The Central Florida Future• 15 
~--~--~-------------, 1uame 01 tne weeK: 
IPhiladelphia Eagles at Dallas Cowboys. We could see I 
1another "Gang Green" crushing, this time to the other NFct 
lpower, the Cowboys. I 
Dog of the week: 
IArizona Cardinals at Washington Redskins. The )Vinner of I 
lthis game will be the team with the fewest mistakes, but I 
lmistakes won't be few. I 
IJustin's record: 10-2 this week and 30-21 on the season. I 
1JS1son
1s record: 8-4 this week and 27-24 on the season. .J 
._ __________________ _ 
•L.A. Raiders at Miami Dol-
phins. The Dolphins won't see co-
lossal winds again, and Danny will 
pick apart the Raiders' secondary. 
•San Diego Chargers at New 
Orleans Saints. The Chargers are 
the surprise of the NFL, and the 
Saints won't be the first loss for the 
Lightning Bolts, in fact they'll be 
offense again, quick. The longer it's ..-.::============== 
•Arizona Cardinals at Wash-
ington Redskins. The Skins get 
closer to winning every week, and 
Schuler looks like he's coming 
around. The Cards should win a 
close game. 
•Cincinnati Bengals at Pitts-
burgh Steelers. Barry Foster will 
run over Big Daddy, just as the 
Steelers will over the Bengals. 
•Indianapolis Colts at Buf-
falo Bills. I almost smell an upset in 
this one. The Bills are due for a Jet 
down after last week's big win. 
•New England Patriots at 
N.Y. Jets. The Pats will crush the 
Jets. One team is getting progres-
sively better and one worse. You 
guess which is which. 
•San Francisco '49ers at At-
lanta FalcOJlS. I think this will actu-
ally be a good game. San Fran will 
prevail in a shoot-out. 
Picks 
•Raiders at Dolphins(-4.5) 
Jason: Miami 28-17 over LA . 
Justin: Miami 21-18 over LA 
•Cardinals at Redskins(+ 1) 
Jason: Cards 18-16 over 
Skins 
Justin: Skins 24-14 over 
Cards 
•Bengals at Steelers(-14) 
Jason: Pitt 28-10 over Cincy 
Justin: Pitt 31-14 over Cincy 
-Colts at Bills(-10) 
Jason: Buffs 21-10 over Indy 
Justin: Buffs 24-13 over Indy 
S.D. at N.O.( +4) 
ason: S.D. 28.:.18 over N.O. 
ustin S.D. 21-10 over N.O. 
•Browns at Houston 
Jason: Dogs 28-23 over Oil 
lost the further they fall behind the 
Chargers. They'll rise to the occa-
sion and beat the Broncos in a close 
game pitting Joe VS John. 
Justin: Dogs 21-20 over Oil 
•N.E. at Jets(-1.5) 
Jason: Pats 24-14 over Jets 
Justin: Pats 18-14 over Jets 
•Niners at Falcons( +6) 
Jason: S.F. 42-35 over Jets 
Justin: S.F. 56-49 over Jets 
•Giants at Rams( +2.5) 
Jason: N.Y. 13-10 over L.A. 
Justin: N.Y. 20-13 over L.A. 
•Eagles at Dallas(-9) 
Jason: Boys 28-24 over 
Phils 
Justin: Phils 24-21 over 
Boys 
-Chiefs at Broncos(pick 'em 
Jason: Chiefs 24-21 over 
Broncos 
Justin: Chiefs 28-14 over 
Broncos 
Timex Fitness Week helps to get UCF students in ·shape 
Special report 
to the Future 
UCF will be one of 300 col-
leges taking part in the sixth an-
nual Timex Fitness Week. The 
event will take place from Oct. 
17-23 and is sponsored by both 
Timex and Ocean Spray. 
Throughout the week, each 
school's recreational department 
will have events ranging from run-
ning and rowing to swimming and 
823-2408 or stop by Rec Services Indoor Triathlon (Fitness 
room 101 to sign up for your fa- Center), 5:00 p.m. 
vorite event. 
•October 17 
Racquetball Singles (UCF 
Courts) 5:30 p.m. 
•October 18 




Timex Fitness Competition 
4:30-5:30 p.m. Largest Aerobic 
Class 5:30-6:30 p.m.(Fitness 
Center) 
•October21 
Tug of War between 12:00 p.m. 
FadStaff and students (Lake 
Claire) 
cycling. Aerobics activities will ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
be offered, along with introduc-
tory clinics for the novice or 
triathlons for the seasoned vet-
eran. Three of the larger activities 
will be "Timex Condition," 
"World's Largest Aerobic Class" 
and "Concept II Team Row." 
The "Timex Condition 
Competition" measures partici-
pants' fitness against national stan-
dards. The week's largest event 
will be the Ocean Spray's 
"World'sLargestAerolJicClass," 
which will be held on Thursday, 
Oct. 20 at a11 300 schools. Last 
year, an estimated 25,000 students 
sweated it out in the aerobics mara-
thon. Concept II, will sponsor the 
inaugural "Team Row" competi-
tion, a stationary rowing event 
that pits participating Timex Fit-
ness Week schools against one 
another. 
Timex sport watches and t-
shirts will be awarded as prizes, 
free samples of Ocean Spray will 
be distributed at selected events, · 
and Concept II will award Model 
C Rowers to winning schools. 
"With all the di versions 
available in college, many stu-
dents do not develop a regular 
fitness program," explains Gregor 
McCluskey, manager of Sports 
Marketing and Sales for Timex. 
"We believe that by spon-
soring Timex Fitness Week on 
300 campuses, we can show stu-
dents how to integrate exercise 
into their busy class schedules and 
beyond," said McCluskey. 
For more information, call 
Interested in writing sports? Call Jason 
Swancey, 823-8192. 
f Duff 's Subs 
·· ·i"lio4i'un.iversityBiVd.·- ·- we have 
1 mile west of UCF on Drive-Thru Service 
I the corner of Dean Rd. 579·,;.2448 
t .... - University Oaks 
1ii ~igli6or! University Floral 
& Gift Shoppe 
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE 
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS 
NOW OPEN 
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER 
4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765 
(Next to Border Cantina) 
WE SPECIALJZE IN 
ROMANTIC BOUQUETS 
$3.99 & UP 
PRESENTATION BOUQUETS 
$15.00 & UP 
BOSS'S WEEK! 
10/16 -10/22 
[ Funeral Tribute Specialists j 
World Wide Delivery 
Prompt Delivery Service 
Free Bridal Consultations 
366-1177 
Homecoming Corsages 
$5.00 and up! 
Boutonniers - $2.00 and up! 
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL 
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE 
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS 
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS 
• FLOOR PLANTS 
!Sweetest Day .... October 15th I 
Show Sttident ID and 
Get a 10% Discount 
$0.95 Rose Specials 
Every Day! 
Wanted! 
Wrecked I Junk 
Cars, Trucks, Jeeps, Vans 
((Free Towing is available)) 
Out of State Titles Welcome! 
Call: 658-7999 
. (_8a.n1.-8p.m.) 
10 VISITS FOR $25.00 
5 VISITS FOR &15.0-0 ~· ·. · \ 
273-5419 -;f 
Across from UCF in ·· ~ 
University Shoppes , , 
Expires 10/30/94 








For More Information Call: 275-0841 
• take Kaplan and get ·, 
a higHer score ... 
GRE .. CAt 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us ~oday to find out why. 
1 ~aoo-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The Answer to the test question 
1 The Central Florida Future S-1orts October 13, 1994 
UCF,must regroup against rugged Northeast Lousiana squad 
D After 36-35 loss to 
Samford, Golden Knights 
drop nine spots to No. 15 
in the latest Sports 
Network poll. This ranking 
is the lowest of the season 
for UCF football. 
by TODD MAZZA 
Staff Writer 
In what could very well be the tough-
est test to date, the UCF Golden Knights 
will travel this Saturday to Monroe, LA, to 
take on Northeast Louisiana. The Indians 
(1-5) are a team in the middle of a long 
process - growing pains. 
Although the Inqians have lost their 
five games by an average of32 points, they 
haven't exactly been playing an easy sched-
ule. After all, mo.st teams that play Colo-
rado, Auburn and Georgia on the road tend 
to get a good whoppin'. That's what usu-
ally happens to teams in their first year in 
Division I-A. 
However, the Indians get a break this 
week by hosting the Knights (4-2), who 
lost last week to then 1-3 Samford in a 
advantage Northeast Louisiana has over 
the Knights. The offensive line includes 
three starters who look more like trees (6-
4, 3001bs.; 6-7 , 310 lbs.; 6-7, 315 lbs.) than 
football players. They also have a 6-0, 228 
lb. fullback and a 6-3, 231 lb. tailback. On 
defense, the Indians will come after UCF' s 
quarterback with a front line weighing in at 
a svelte 275 lbs. apiece. 
To make matters worse, the Knights 
are still reeling from injuries on defense. 
Corries Hardy, Lenard Hayes, Allen Powell, 
Nakia Reddick and Richard Blake, other-
wise known as the core ot the defense, are 
all either out or questionable for this game. 
The big queslion for this weekis whether 
a devastating and bizarre loss will affect this 
Knights' team as they try to get back on track 
for a National Championship run. 
"I think the loss is behind us. That was 
last week. This is our next test, and we need to 
worry about them," said defensive lineman 
Robert Braucht. 
McDowell said the Indians' mo ti va-
tion should be a big factor in the outcome of 
the game. ' 
"You'd think they would be pretty 
motivated to play us because we're one of a 
few teams on their schedule where they actH-
a11y have a chance to win. We need to play up 
to our potential this week just to have a 
game UCF head coach Gene McDowe11 chance." 
labeled"bizarre." 
The Indians only victory came three 
weeks ago in their only home game. It came 
at the expense of the only Division I-AA 
team the Indians have played so far, Weber 
State. The Indians crushed Weber, 62-37. 
The tough part of the test is the size 
SOLARES/Future 
The Golden Knights men's soccer team improved to .500, they're now 5-5-2. 
. SOLARES/Future 
Golden Knight's wide receiver, sophomore Rufus Hall, hauls in a reception 
for UCF's potent offensive attack. UCF is currently 4-2 on the season. 
Despite losing to RU, Knights still 
have a chance at TAAC Tourney 
D Goalie change may 
clinch title fo~ Knights 
by ANDREW VARNON 
Assistant sports editor 
After another split-decision week-
end, the men's soccer team finds them-
selves perched on the .500 m~rk at 5-5-2. 
After defeating Florida Atlantic on Friday, 
the Golden Knights dropped the second 
game of the weekend 2-0 to Florida Inter,, 
national. That leaves them with a Trans-
America Athletic Conference record of 1-
3-1 going into the Stetson game. 
With the win, Florida International 
clinched the top spot in the East di vision 
standings and assured themselves a berth in 
the TAAC championship. Florida Atlantic 
is out. 
The Golden Knights' game against 
Stetson will settle the second spot in the 
East and secure the winner a game in the 
TAAC championship as well. Stetson ' s 
record going into the game stands at 2-3 . If 
UCF wins, they take second. Otherwise, 
Stetson will go. 
The tournament will be held at the 
winner of the West Division, which the 
College of Charleston is currently leading. 
Despite the loss against Florida In-
ternational, Coach Bob Winch likes his 
team's chances. 
"We've been playing good soccer. 
It's just been win one, lose one all season." 
While the Golden Knights were out 
of town, Winch made a goalie change. 
Redshirt freshman Mike Drew has been 
starting in goal for the Knights for the past 
seven games. Cliff Dixon opened up the 
season for UCF in the net, but Wi nch says 
Drew will start against Stetson. 
The results of the Sletson game, which 
happened yesterday, were not avail able at 
press time. Look for complete coverage in 
Tuesday's edition. 
)1 
UCJF f (Q)(Q)tlbaH: at Northeastern Louisiana, Saturday at 8 p.m. ·> 
UCJF V (Q)HteylbaH: at Florida Atlantic, today at 10 a.m.; at Florida International, today at 5 p.m.; Campbell at 
the UCF Arena, Monday at 7 p.m. 
UCJF Cr\O§§=Crnumtry : at University of South Florida Invitational, Friday. 
MeIDl 9 § §(Q)tecer: East Carolina University at the UCF Arena field, Sunday at 2 p.m. 
W(Q) mtel1Jl 9 § §(Q)ccer: at Georgia State University Tournament; Campbell, Saturday at 12 p.m.; Auburn, Sun-
day at 12 p.m. 
W meilll si § G(Q)nf: at Beacon Woods Invitational, Tarpon Springs, Friday-Sunday. 
